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Resource Information

URL: https://neuinfo.org/about/social

Description: Blog put out by the Neuroscience Information Framework covering a variety of neuroscience related topics including topics encountered by the Neuroscience Information Framework as a project.

Resource Name: NIF Blog

Proper Citation: NIF Blog (RRID:SCR_001651)

Resource Type: Resource, blog, narrative resource, data or information resource

Keywords: neuroscience, neuroinformatics, data sharing, interoperability

Resource ID: SCR_001651

Parent Organization: Neuroscience Information Framework

References: PMID:18946742

Availability: Public

Website Status: Last checked up

Alternate IDs: nlx_153930

Old URLs: http://blog.neuinfo.org/

Mentions Count: 2
Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for NIF Blog.

No alerts have been found for NIF Blog.

Data and Source Information
Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 2 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at [dkNET](http://dkNET).

Marenco LN, et al. (2014) Extending the NIF DISCO framework to automate complex workflow: coordinating the harvest and integration of data from diverse neuroscience information resources. Frontiers in neuroinformatics, 8, 58.